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Bowling Green, Ohio
Tuesday, October 2, 1973
Velum* 5 7/Number II

Higher tuition, more student aid
proposed in $400,000 report
WASHINGTON (API - The
Committee
(or
Economic
Development (CEDt recommends
college tuition rates be more than
doubled and an expanded system of
student aid be established
The committee, a private
organization supported by business and
industry, said such action would be one
means of achieving quality education
and equal opportunity.
It made its recommendations in a
$'00,000 report entitled
'The
Management and
Financing of
Colleges,'' issued Sunday The report
follows the same general direction of
the Nixon administration, the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education and
the College Entrance Examination
Board
THE
TUITION
proposal
immediately came under lire from the
National
Student
Lobby
and
organizations
representing
publiccolleges, junior colleges and land-grant
universities.
Allan W. Ostar. executive director of
the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities, called it "a
direct attack on millions ol middle- and
lower-income American families."
"The CED report appears to express
the views of a few multibilhon-dollar
corporations and affluent private
universities.'' he said "It does not
speak for millions of students, for
veterans seeking an education, for
labor union and farm families, nor for
most public colleges and universities
The 104-page report recommends
that colleges improve their
management and hold down costs,
which recently have risen at nearly
twice the rate of inflation, by giving

presidents more authority and limiting
tenure to one-half the faculty
THE COMMITTEE emphasized that
tuition hikes to cover 50 per cent of
instructional costs should be phased in
slowly, and not before a system of
expanded student loans and grants is
established
Based on a 1969-70 university
instruction costs averaging $1,992 per

student. CED said its recommendation
would boost the actual $413 tuition
charge to $996 at universities. It would
cost $803 per student at four-year
colleges and $613 at two-year colleges
The Carnegie Commission
meanwhile released a study Sunday
arguing that the country's present
system of post-secondary education
favors a relative minority of young,
middle-class students and neglects the

growing need for education and
training among older and working
people
The report recommended greater
opportunities for all people to drop in
and out of learning situations, a wider
dispersal of educational facilities to
bring them closer to more people, and
improved opportunities for full-time
workers to study part time

Moore contests tuition proposal
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr said yesterday he believes
the Committee for Economic Development recommendation that tuition
rates be doubled would cause middle
income students to
undoubtably
suffer, (andi sacrifice harder" in
order to attend college.
In a written statement. Dr Moore
said the recommendation was based on
data not applicable to stale
universities in Ohio.
"I think the most important observation, from the standpoint of
Bowling Green is that the data for Ohio
are very much out of line from national
data which are being used." Dr
Moore's statement read
He said the committee "talks as if
the goal of tuition paying 50 per cent of
the mstruction.il cost is an ideal
situation "
HE SAID students at Bowling Green
currently pay 45 per cent of
instructional costs, with the state
paying the remaining 55 per cent.
Dr Moore said the committee "has a
feeling of confidence in educational

loans which simply is not justified in
terms of experience "
He added that he was not assured
that if legislatures raise tuition they
will
automatically
follow with
adequate student aid.
"Look at the present circumstance."
Dr. Moore wrote "The Nixon administration talks of shifting aid from institutions to students, but the cornerstone
program i Basic Opportunity Grants)
has been so underfunded that student
recipients get an average of only $260 a
■MT."
Dr. Moore said the Carnegie Commission recently recommended that
the ratio of private college tuition to
public college tuition be narrowed until
it reaches approximately 2 5 to 1
"ACTUALLY our Ohio ratio even
now is 2 9 to 1. comparing the average
tuition and fees at 29 colleges in Ohio
with those at Bowling Green." he said
He added that Bowling Green's
tuition is $780 a year, while the average
private college in Ohio costs $2,271 a
year to attend.
Dr Moore said he was alerted that
the committee report "was on its way"
about a month ago. but that he has not

yet received a copy of the report
He said there ' is no question but that
pressure is beginning to mount nationwide for increased public university
tuition
But the nudrtle income families
who have become the principal
clientele for the public university
system in the United Stales will
undoubtably suffer more, sacrifice
harder, and I very much hope before
doing either for very long will raise
their voices in loud and serious
objection to proposals which In the long
run will seriously hamper the quality
ol education in our state universities

Agnew inquest faces
three-week deadline
WASHINGTON I AIM • Federal
prosecutors are racing the calendar to
wind up their probe of Spiro T Agnew
before statutes of limitations run out
on alleged crimes for which the vice

SDP-instilling a will to achieve
Editor's Note: The following II the
first of * toer part series oa the
diversity's Stencil Development
Program
Put Two will appear
tomorrow.
By Kslhl Halloa

Graduation ceremonies come four
times a year at the University, but
June commencement will mean
something special to the University's
Student Development Program tSDPi
That moment will mark the
completion of
the Student
Development cycle that started four
years ago More than 100 students will
be members of the SDP's first
graduating class
Created in 1969. the SDP was
designed as a three-pronged effort to
attract minority students and. once
they arrived on campus, to provide
them with the necessary counseling
and tutoring to keep them in school
The University had about 150
minority students in 1970 There are
now about 1.200 SDP students While
most of the minority students are
black, there has been an increasing
number of Mexican-American and
Indian students at the University.
In 1970. the program got its first fulltime director (previously the director
operated on a half-tune basis), and a
part-time assistant was added to the

staff There are now seven full-time
staff members.
THE
1171-74
budget
for
developmental instruction programs at
the University is $1,022,158. according
to Dr Michael Ferrari, vice president
for resource planning While most of
the money is used to support SDP. part
of it funds programs such as Upward
Bound
Of the $1,022,158. the University
provided $551,398 with the rest coming
from state, federal and private funds
With more than 70 per cent of the
persons enrolled in the program still in
school. SDP already has won acclaim
from many sources, including the Ohio
Board of Regents
But according to Floyd E. Bagwell
Jr.. director, the program is still
improving.
"We take a student at the point he s
at and try to assist him to reach
another point that he would like to
reach," Bagwell said "We assist him
in any way we can.
"The first few months are crucial."
he said "If we can prepare them (the
program's incoming freshmen), we
can guarantee that most of them will
be here for the entire four years "
That assistance usually takes the
form of tutoring and peer counseling,
he said.
SDP STUDENTS are required to

participate in group tutoring sessions
when they arrive on campus The
tutoring is done by Student Development upperclassmen and graduate
assistants Assistance is offered in
specific subject areas and in
developing general
study skills.
Bagwell said.
The bulk of the tutoring is directed
toward the freshmen in the program
But besides serving any SDP student,
many instructors refer students to the
program for assistance, he said.
Peer counseling is provided by
upperclassmen in the program. The
counselors try to assist the students
with any problems they may encounter
to smooth the transition from high
school to the University. Bagwell said
"The things we do here, like
tutoring, reinforce their successes,
however large or small," he said
"Through our reinforcing, students
develop a hell of a lot of guts.
"WE TELL THEM to say to
themselves. No professor is going to

President Holli. A Moore Jr.

give me anything If I'm going to do it,
I'm going to do it on my own."
Bagwell said.
"We work from the premise, 'You
are a minority population within an
overwhelming majority." Bagwell
said. "Fortunately, many come with
skills for identifying the systems which
work against them Thev learn to
negotiate them," he said.
"THE SENSE of community of the
program enables them to really get
into the situation," he said. "They are
able to say. What I do here is for my
survival and the survival of my
people'."
The "survival of my people" is
reflected in the career interest of the
SDP students, Bagwell said.
"We all know there is a lot ofcommunity-building we have to do."
Bagwell is optimistic about future
successes for the program and its
students. "I feel very positive-there's
a hell of a lot of work to be done," he
said

president is being investigated
Legal arguments may be made that
the statutes on at least some of ihe
alleged crimes expire in as little as
three weeks, it was learned yesterday
Agnew is under investigation by a
special federal grand jury in Baltimore
for possible violation ol bribery,
extortion, lax and conspiracy
laws while governor of Maryland.
UNDER
FEDERAL
law.
prosecution lor bribery and extortion
must be initiated within five years ol
the commission of the crime After
five years, no legal action can be
taken The statutes of limitations on
tax evasion and tax fraud are six years
The statutes on conspiracy to
commit bribery or extortion are five
years, on conspiracy to commit tax
evasion or fraud, six years.
On Oct. 22. 1968. the Maryland Stale
Board of Public Works held its last
major session before Agnew left the
office of governor At that session,
seven major engineering contracts
were awarded totalling more than $5.6
million.
These contracts involved
construction of approaches to the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge and the
Baltimore Outer Harbor Tunnel, the
two major projects to be financed out
of a $220 million bond issue.

ALL RECORDS involving these
contracts have been subpoenaed by the
Baltimore grand jury Should Ihe panel
wish to indict Agnew for extortion,
bribery or conspiracy to commit either
of those crimes in connection with the
Oct. 22. 1968 awards. Agnew s lawyers
reportedly are considering an
argument that the indictment cannot
be returned after Oct 22. 1973-five
years after Ihe meeting, sources close
to the case reported
By that reasoning, however, the
prosecutors should have until Oct 22 of
next year to pursue allegations of
violation of tax laws, the sources said
It is known that the prosecutors in
Baltimore are moving as quickly as
possible to present evidence to the
grand jury

Weather
Cloudy and mild with showers
or thandertnowers likely today
and a chance of showers tonight
Highs today In Ike upper Ml and
lower 70s. Partly clondy tomorrow with highs In the 70s. Probability of rain 70 per rent today
and 30 per cent tonight.

Music fan directing Student Development
Floyd E Bagwell Jr. assumed
directorship of the University's
Student Development Program yesterday. He had been acting director since
August when he replaced William E.
Pitts who resigned to assume the
position of coordinator of academic

liaison in the Student Affairs area.
Bagwell. 26. received a bachelor's
degree in social sciences from Virginia
State College at Norfolk. Va., and a
M.Ed, in counseling from the University of Hartford.
He worked at the University of

Hartford as an admissions counselor
and an assistant dean of students
Bagwell also has worked with the
Hartford Community Renewal Team
and as a staff member for the Institute
for Counselors of Minority and LowIncome Students He served as a
member of the Advisory and Planning
Board for the Institute of College
Counselors.
He joined the University's Student
Development Program last year as a
counselor. In May he was named coordinator of counseling services
BAGWELL DESCRIBED himself as
"a fanatic about reading."
He also could be described as a
music freak. "I just dig music." he
said. "I'm into words in music just in
terms of the new music The now

music carries a hell of a lot of depth
and meaning '
Bagwell said he thinks Stevie
Wonder "is THE person in terms of
music now He's really in touch with
the world."
On a more serious note, Bagwell
discussed the reassignment of Pitts.
"Bill was just a fantastic person," he
said. "He set the example. His being
involved got everyone else on the stall
involved.
"WE WERE ABLE to put ourselves
back together quickly because we
realized we have a job to do." Bagwell
said "Each of us picked up part of the
responsibility around here and took it
from there We just have some strong
individuals around here
We're
dedicated to a cause "

It was Paul's afternoon

Short

respite

While riding bikes in the country surrounding
Bowling Green, John Viton, junior (Mu».), and
Kothy Bochman, junior (B.A.), step for a rest from

fighting winds. ■kydkttt make good time on flat
reads especially with the winds at tlieir bocks.

The Falcons' Paul Miles had an
outstanding afternoon Saturday
as he led BG to a 31-20 victory
over Western Michigan. Miles
rushed for 190 yards in 36
carries, for the fourth best day
of his career. His 36 carries
were one short of his singlegame
record.
The senior
tailback from Paulding is now
three yards short of BG's career
rushing record. Miles is also
third on the list of alltime MAC
rushers, behind Miami's Bob
Hitchens and former Falcon
Fred Durig. See sports page
for game story.
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trident approved
It is disappointing that the United States Senate moved last
week to do nothing to "hold the line" on the astronomical U. S.
military defense budget.
The expensive action was taken Thursday when the Senators
voted down an amendment which would have delayed the construction of a $13 billion fleet of 10 Trident submarines until the
first completed one was tested in operation.
We support the views of Sens. Thomas J. Mclntyre (D-N.H.I
and Peter H. Dominick (R-Colo.), both senior members of the
Senate Armed Services subcommittee on research and development.
The two senators pointed to cost overruns after completion on
the now abandoned Cheyenne Helicopter, the Kill and the C5A
military aircraft, all three which were completed before adequate testing was carried out.
They also noted that the submarines, if not tested first, could
cause costly engineering errors. The military doesn't have to
worry, naturally, since it has had major cost overruns and costly
engineering problems before.
The purpose of Thursday's amendment was to stretch out production by two years and also to delay completion of the first of
the 10 by two years.
As it stands now the Navy aims to get the first of the 540-foot
submarines ready for 1978. The submarines will be equipped with
a new longer range 4,000-mile Trident missile.
We cannot agree with Sen. Henry Jackson's (D-Wash. I argument that the Navy must start immediately because of the standpoint of cost and the threat of recent liussian successes in
nuclear weapon technology.
He said a two-year delay would cost taxpayers an extra billion
dollars, not counting inflation.
The American people should be demanding to know how
much it will cost them five years from now, counting inflation
and increased labor and material costs to "get the bugs" out of
the submarine fleet.
An extra billion dollars could be a small figure compared to the
figure we read about in 1978.
At a time when the government tells housewives to eat less
meat and a spokesman in the Agriculture department tells us to
eat more cheese, the government should be practicing some of
its own philisophy in holding the line on its military "toys."

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
I liii'i s should be a maximum of :I00 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than (our typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel and proper taste
letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Kditor. CO The lt(i News. 106
University Hall

plight of the astronauts
NEW YORK, N.Y-In this age of
Instant notoriety and total candor, our
heroes tend to fade fast Sometimes
they're off their pedestals before the
last hurrah has died in the night.
As a rule, the public finds out (or
itself that one of our golden boys is
missing the good-conduct medal. But
sometimes-though rarely-it's the
hero himself wbo says, "Look, folksclay feet!" Clay feet, flawed honor and
now and then a psyche that couldn't
stand the stress of fame
In this last category we now find, to
our astonishment and his, an
astronaut. He is Col. Edwin (BuzzI
A Mi in Jr., who flew the maiden
mission to the moon with Neil
Armstrong.
In New York to publicize his
forthcoming book, "Return to Earth."
Col. Aldrin plans to hold press
conferences and go on television to tell
the world how his mind, his career and
his marriage fell apart after Apollo 11
returned from that historic moon flight
in July. 1969
Col. Aldrin s book (written with
Wayne Warga and published by
Random House) is bound to shock
Americans who believed everything
they read about astronauts.

moon, was carrying on with a cool
charmer named Marianne in New
York.
The rise and fall of Buzz Aldrin has
an extra dimension of human interest,
aside from his fame as the second man
to step on the moon. Aldrin had a
nervous breakdown that led him to reexamination of his life and. ultimately,
to salvation.
As others find God through a
mystical experience, this moon man

seems to have found himself through
psychiatric treatment
He has
recovered from his depression,
salvaged his marriage and resigned
from the Air Force He now works as a
consultant to companies involved in
aerospace And he travels and lectures
in behalf of the National Assn. for
Mental Health. He is more to be
admired than censured

figure, "a man wbo has become the
instrument of his own will.''
Why, we wonder, did Buzz Aldrin
break down two years after bis historic
moon flight, while other space crews
somehow survived? Tbere may be a
psyebogenic factor, though Aldrin
tends to dismiss it. But his mother and
maternal grandfather were both
suicides.

IN HIS brilliant-and irksome-book.
"Of a Fire on the Moon." Norman
Mailer gives a sensitive and accurate
sketch of Aldrin. In it one may detect
the genesis of Aldrin \ subsequent
breakdown.
Col. Aldrin. we read, was doubtless
the nearest human equivalent to a
computer at NASA, and had a doctor of
science degree in astronautics from
MIT." Mailer saw him as a complex

AS A BOY. Buzz was goaded to
succeed at everything by his strict
father, a pioneer aviator and early
student of rocketry He was sent to a
camp where "winners ate turkey and
losers ate beans."
"My compulsive drive to achieve
goals had been my undoing. Aldrin
writes. As with so many statements in
a book of this sort, it's a very slight
insight, a clue to a complex of agonies

BUZZ ALDRIN is a blunt man. The
courage that guided him to tlie moon
and back surely steadied his hand for
the writing of this book
"I suppose the portrayal we received
in Life and subsequently in nearly all
the media helped the space program a
great deal," he writes. "To read it was
to believe we were the most simonpure guys there had ever been This
simply was not so. We may have
regularly gone to church, but we also
celebrated some pretty wild nights ''
The relentless publicity that
attended all the astronauts was bound
to have a damaging effect on their
wives and children Only the sturdiest
and wisest came through without
serious damage to their family lives
It was particularly hard (or the
Aldrin children, we are told, to
"reconcile the father they saw on
television with the one they saw at
home The father at home was often
inattentive, tired and asleep on the
sofa by 9 o'clock "
THE ALDRIN children, growing up
in the Houston space community, must
also have been aware that their
parents sometimes (ought like
banshees, occasionally (jot drunk ami
that Dad. the hero who went to the

"And now my fellow Chileans, we are returning from the moral decadence of
Allende's government to the traditional values of our people."

7f's not the first time'
"I saw the assassin aim and
deter mined to repel It Those were
John Calhoun's words when, in the
second year of his vice presidency, he
was accused of some side-profiteering
during his tenure as Secretary of War
Not many people took these charges
seriously.
They came from a disappointed man.
of obvious motive and small public
credit-whal Calhoun himself called a
base instrument." There was never
any chance that Calhoun would be
indicted for these charges or stand
trial
Hut that was the point Calhoun had a
touchy sense of honor, as well as a
searing personal code of probity He
resented even the slightest attack on
his honesty, and used the vehicle of a
House investigation to dissipate the
rumors, since no courtroom would
ever be bothered with the case
HIS COMMENTS on House
procedure would not. in themselves,
encourage other men to follow his
example He says the House
committee was stacked against him
and often exceeded its mandate -but he
did not worry
The hostility of those on the
committee insured a convincing and
iix-il verdict Within six weeks he was

Garry Wills

totally vindicated, and suffered no
further doubts about his integrily
II seems to me both comic and
indecent that Vice President Agnew
should appeal to this episode as
something closely parallel" lo his
plight There are. of course, some
minor points of resemblance-two. to
be exact Both Agnew and Calhoun
were charged, in part, with activities
that took place before they held office
as Vice President, and both did ask for
a House investigation That about
exhausts the parallel
THE DIFFERENCES are what
matter Calhoun did not fly to the
House to escape the courts He
appealed to it precisely because the
courts did not want him. Calhoun did
not assert, along with his request for
an inquiry, a right to be exempt from

criminal prosecution in any other
forum
Calhoun was not calling for a preemptive impeachment under the
shadow of indictment, but volunteered
his resignation unless his character
could be cleared He underwent a
supererogatory trial to demonstrate an
extraordinary fastidiousness Agnew is
taking, as the lesser of two evils, an
ordeal he hopes will spare him the
procedures of the law.
Kvcn his .in.-11l.iiv arguments are
feeble He thinks the grand jury has
been affected by publicity, so he goes
to the House-which has done none of
the homework forced on the grand jury
by months of study in related areas,
which avowedly responds to
constituent pressures of a political
sort, which will be baked in a publicity
to dwarf anything the grand jury has
known. To escape trial by publicity, he
publicizes.
AGNEW'S trouble, obviously, is not
that the grand jury knows less than the
House, or judges less fairly, or is more
exposed to publicity Quite the
opposite. His actions reveal that he
thinks the grand jury knows too much,
and that he can sneak something past
that do-nothing Congress his boss likes
to criticize.

1 do not know how low the Agnew
opinion is of the ordinary voter But he
obviously thinks the average
congressman is a dolt, who will dither
around in some barely explicable way
to bail him out.
WELL, TO paraphase Mencken, few
people have gone bankrupt betting on
Congressional ignorance But Agnew
might be one of those who do Dumb as
they are. I doubt they are dumb enough
to fall for this ploy Agnew cannot be
Calhoumzed so easily.

register
to vote!
Office ol Voter Aware»et«
3!t William, Hall
I7MM7
"Bad officials are elected by good
citizens who do not vole ''
This statement is never more true
than in local elections Local elections
can represent a viable control over the
local community il individuals take the
time and effort to become registered
voters.
AS YOU MAY realize, at this time
the Office of Voter Awareness is
conducting a massive voter
registration drive For the rest of this
week this office will provide a bus
which will take students to the Board
of Elections to register
This bus will be provided free of
charge and will pick up students in
front of the Union during the following
times
Tuesday-9:30-ll 30
a.m.;
Wednesday-1:30-3 30 p.m.; Thursday
2:30-4.30 p.m. and Friday-3:30-5:30
p.m.
IN ENCOURAGING students to take
advantage of this opportunity to
register to vote, our publicity will be
aimed primarily towards on-campus
students, due to a lack of man-power in
attempting to personally reach anyone
off-campus

'JUST LEAVE MONEY, THANK YOU

HOWEVER all students, on or off
campus, are encouraged to register. If
there are any questions concerning
voter registration, the office will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. for the rest
of the week
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from our readers. . .
$$$-no chance!
Editor's aote: The following teller
was received from a 1973 June
graduate of Ike university In response

to a letter from James W. Lesiig.
director of alumni affairs
Dear Mr. Lessig
I have just received the letter I am
now writing upon and would like to
make the following remarks
1 graduated last June and have only
fifteen cents lo my name and see no
reason why I should donate it to
Bowling Green Slate University. As
regards possible donations in the
future. 1 merely wish lo state that until
disparities between athletic and
academic expenditures are
erradicated. my position will remain
the same.
I WAS IN the Honors Program mow
Experimental Studies) and am
anguished over the fact that the
program's budget has been cut from
160.000 to $40,000
I am alarmed when the program
director announces that the
Administration intends to abolish the
program entirely.
All of this goes on while the Athletic
program maintains an annual budget
of over tl.200.000 and over one-half of
all university scholarship money.
For you to come to me with a request
for money is ridiculous in that by your

own admission the Alumni Association
was capable of raising only $80,000 per
i en for
for the
(hit past
naet five
I tvi> years
vtmrc
year
YET THE Union, the Bookstore.
Athletics and several other white
elephants run deficits into the millions
each year. These deficits are paid
entirely by the student and are
avoidable.
Finally I would like to counter your
statement that BO is one of only two
schools in Ohio with a waiting list and
the only one with completely filled
dorms
1 > BGSU has a waiting list because a
great deal of lime and money have
been spent upon creating an
outstanding impression upon high
school seniors and parents. It has little
to do with actual academic quality.
21 BGSU definitely is the oniy school
with filled dorms because BGSU is the
only school which forces every student
to spend his or her first two years in
dorms that can be best described as
expensive and lacking in privacy and
academic atmosphere.
Copies of this letter will be sent tp
The BG News. The (Cleveland) Plain
Dealer and (Ohio) Governor Gilligan.
Franz C Zrilich
1811 Bellus Road
Hinckley. Ohio 44233
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AAeir to make Austrian appeal

mmqtm bvowwj

Autumn
Som.tim.* it's nicm to »p«nd a quiet .v.ning alon*. at John Klino. tophomor.

evening

ltd.)

and Pat Turn.r

tophomoro (Ed.), ditcov.i at thoy onjoy an autumn

registrations
This goal looks to most
politicians
as
politically
popular in the sensitive
aftermath
of
Watergate
But. even if it isn't, the
Republican-dominated Senate faces a dilemma
If the Senate doesn't give
Gilligan whal he wants, the
governor predictably will
blame Republicans, possibly
claiming they don t want to

open up the election process
lo everyone

no position lo fight back if
they do
But. Secretary of Slate
Ted V. Brown, a Republi
can. has attacked some ol
tiilligan s election reform
proposals, particularly door
lo-door
registration canvassing
"Tombstone voting and
other potential frauds could
result. '
said
Brown
Registration
is
the
greatest weapon we have
against Iraud

IF THE Senate does give
tiilligan what he wants. He
publicans can hardly blame
the
legislation
on
Ihe
governor
In other words, tiilligan
can take credit or share Ihe
blame
Republicans
may
be
damned if thev don't and in

Saboteur enters guilty plea
WASHINGTON
(AIM
Donald II Segretli. a political saboteur financed with
Nixon
campaign
funds,
pleaded guilty yesterday to
three charges ol violating
federal election laws during
the 1972 Democratic presi
dential primary in Florida

At
the
request
of
Segretti s attorney. Victor
Sherman of Los Angeles,
and ol federal prosecutors, a
letter outlining the cooperation Segretti agreed to give
the prosecutors in exchange
for
immunity
from
additional
charges
was
sealed by the court

Segretti entered the plea
to charges of conspiracy and
distributing
campaign
literature which did not
identify the organizations or
individuals responsible foi
it

NO REASON was given
for keeping the letter secret
Similar letters involved in
the cases of two other
Watergate figures who have
pleaded guilty in recent
months had been made

..

>.

.....

transit visas, but the transit
facility at Schoenau Castle
70 miles south of Vienna will
have to halt operations and
group processing will have
to stop

III T KREISKY reaffirm
ed

that

the

pledge

was

necessary and said it was
improbable thai he would
go back on it
Threatened human lives
have to be saved first.' he
said "Only then come the
others
Kreisky. himsell a Jew.
made the pledge after two
Palestinian
guerrillas
kidnaped an Austrian border
guard Friday along with
three Soviet Jews on the
"a\ to Israel The four
hostages
were
freed
unharmed after the Austrian
leader gave Ins word
Kreisky subsequently said
emigrating Sonet Jews will
still gel individual Austrian

THE FACILITY, operated
by the Jewi..h Agency, has
been handling about 2.6S0
Soviet Jews a month since
Moscow
relaxed
immigration
restrictions
two
years ago
Jewish
Agnecy
representatives in Vienna said
emigrating Jews were still
arriving from the Sonet
Union at the regular rate of
40-120 a day They claimed
they had no plans 10 shul
down the camp
Sources in Tel Aviv said
Meir likely would visit the
facility dining her stay in
the
Austrian
capital
Informants in Strasbourg
with Meir said tl
v isil

wou'd be made at her
request They did not say
how long she planned to
stay
The results ol her plans
for a personal plea to
Kreisky were uncertain The
Austrian
chancellor
was
quoted on the Austrian
broadcasting
network
as
saying he would not be
pressured on the matter

SBO
Fred Hoffman, junior
iBA '. was appointed
Student Body Organi
/ation i SBO i vice presided Sunday night by
Bill Arnold. SBO presi
.lent and the SBO steer
ing committee

Hoffman previously
served on Ihe steel ing
committee

U.A.O. Office 3rd Floor

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
All men interested in the Greek System are invited to meet the brothers
of Sigma Phi Epsilon.

* All-Sports Champions
* All-Greek Trophy

Tonight 7:30-9:30

$1 deposit sign up.

Greenwood Moll
471-50 M

Moll

Auctioneering Co said Sunday
Elfrlede Wlnlarskl declined to
name the haver Inn said he was not
tiermai'^Ainoricauor British

Former

Penn Central
WASHINGTON

IAPI

The

Interstate Commerce Commission
1ICC1 asked a federal judge yesler
da) to keep the Penn Central
Railroad running until a reorgani/a
lion plan could IT drawn up for the
financially ailing corporal ion
Liquidation of ihe railroad, Ihe ICC
said in a report lo I s District Courl
Judge John I' Fiillam. would have a
severe economic effect on the people
ol the entire northeast sector of the
country
It also would "have a
ripple effect from coast to coast
Ihe commission said
Judge
Fullam
currently
is
overseeing the reorganization of the
Penn
Central
under
federal

bankruptcy statutes

Allies meet
WASHINGTON »APl
President
Nixon mel yesterday with a loading
Kuropean diplomat to discuss ways to

the \tlantie
patch up cracks
alliance
A
proposed declaration
ot
principles between the I'nited Stales
and its Kuropt-an allies was amonn
the items on the agenda (or the Oval
OfftCC meeting between Nixon and
Francois Xavier Orloli
who.
.is
president ol the Commission ol the
Kuropean Communities. Ifl a top
executive ot the Common Market.
Completion
ol
the
proposed
declaration ot principles, which now
is in dralt lorm. is necessary belore
Nixon tollows through on his plans to
visit Kurope

Police report
WASHINGTON lAPl
A federal
commission says the nation s police
officers must work harder toprevenl
crime but can succeed only if they
shore up wavering public trusl
In a 668-page report, the .National
Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and tioals issued a
broad range of 'eeommendations for
state and local (. dice agencies
The report is one of a series
resulting from a two-year study
financed with a $175 million grant
I rum the Law Knforcement Assis
lance Administration

Big Sis
Little Sis

Bridge
Lessons

SKATING PARTY

$4.50 - 8 Lessons

Wed., Oct. 10

Mon. 7-9 p.m.
(Start Oct. 8)
Sign up now:

UAO Office
3rd floor • Union
phone 2-2343

9:30-11:30 P.M.

Pine's Roller Rink
338 S. Main

— Get Psyched —

The Brothers of

A BLAST FROM THE PAST

Alpha Tau Omega

ONE OF THE FUNNIEST
PROGRAMS YOU'LL EVER SEE!

Presents Their

OCT. 3rd Thru OCT. 9th

MUNICH, German) (API

Hitler s brown unilorm cap. which hi1
allegedly wore belore World War II.
was sold over the weekend lor less
than the auctioneers said it was
worth
Offered for about {4.140. bidding
slowed down and finally slopped at
$2,608. a spokesman for 'he Wbuarskl

Boy'e look a massive overdose ot
bat Situate! last week before a courl
hearing
on his extradition to
Pennsylvania to face murder charges
in the death ol I'MW insurgent
Joseph Vablonski

UAO - SPONSORED
at

6:30 P.M.
MON OCT 8. COUPLES DUTCH
9 P.M.
TUES. OCT 9. COUPLES TEAM
6:30 P.M.
TUES. OCT 9. FAC. STAFF
8:45 PM
WED OCT 10. MEN'S HDCP
6:30 P.M.
THURS OCT. 11. MEN'S SCRATCH
6:30 P.M.

Hitler's hat

WASHINGTON 1AP1

BOWLING LEAGUES
M0N.0CT.8.W0MENS

newsnotes

I niled Mme Workers President W
A
Tony Boyle was very weak, hid
in satisfactory condition vesteulav
his physician III
Milton liusack
reported
Meanwhile, one oi Boyle'slawyers
Charles Moses, was in federal court
fighting a Justice Department move
lo revoke fail IH»I hail for the deposed
union leader
Boyle was in a private room anil
under 24-hour nursing care at the
George
Washington
Universit)
Center

RUSH PARTY TONIGHT

MOTT?

.. .».

Boyle improving

public
The prosecutors agreed to
drop one count of a four
count indictment returned
against Segretti by a federal
grand jury in Tampa in
August
The
indictment
had
remained sealed untl two
weeks ago
The 32-year-old California
attorney
is
accused
ol
directing a campaign of
political sabotage against
the campaigns of Sens.
Henry
M
Jackson of
Washington and Kdmund S
Muskieof Maine

SIGN UP NOW
FOR U.A.O. FALL QUARTER

8 weeks - $8

i

days at the assembly, said
she will travel here this
morning in an effort to use
her persuasive powers on
Kreisky

•voning at tho Portago Quarry.

Gilligon seeking election reforms
COLUMBUS (API ■ It
looks at the moment as \i
Gov. John J tiilligan pulled
a political coup in calling a
special session of ihe tieneral Assembly (or Ocl 22
tiilligan
wants Ohio s
election laws changed He
wants
sharply
defined
spending limits for candi
dates He wants to liberalize
registration laws to permit
door-to-door canvassing for

L'MM* Austria
linirio ilDi
VIENNA.
(API
Premier tiolda Meir of
Israel prepared yesterday lo
visit Vienna in a personal
appeal
for
reversal
of
Austria's pledge to close
down a transit camp for
emigrating Soviet Jews
Chancellor Kruno Kreisky
said he would explain the
Austrian stand- 'which she
seems not to know exactly
But he gave no indication he
would change his mind
because of Meir s plans for
the unusual appeal
The
7i> >eai old
Israeli
leader declared in a ipecck
to
the
parliamentary
assembly of the Council ol
Kurope
in Strasbourg.
Prance, that the Austrian
decision
represented
"a
great victory for I'alcstui
lan terrorism and must be
.hanged
Informant! in Strasbourg,
where Meir is spending two

1973
Sweetheart

IN A DOUBLE FEATURE

DUCK
SOUP

HORSE
FEATHERS

(1933)

(1932)

Miss Donna Pierce

Alpha Xi Delta

Bf PISANELLO'S
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Approach 'humanized'

For sale: new Army
By Berk Bracfcer
Featwe Writer

Friendly

Po«lraying th» imogi of lh»

encounter

"MW

Army", recruiter Tom Griffin smilai and

offcrt Tom Br«ck*nridg«, junior (B.A.), ''•• caff** and friendly conversation.
Tho recruiting station omploys the toft tell technique to mutter volunteers

Back in the days when the
draft was flourishing, the
smuggly
well-fed
Army
generally
made
few
attempts
to accomodate
mass policies to individual
needs within the ranks.
But now, in leaner times,
the discontinuation of the
draft has prompted the
Army to make wide-ranging
adjustments
in
its
programs.
Today's Army-to use recruiting poster vernacularis in direct competition with
every
other
potential
employer
of
American
youth. And. as in most competitions, it is a case of the

Poor used to coping with prices
NEWARK, N.J
I API While the price of just about
everything seems to be
rising, few residents of
Newark's
predominantly
black Central Ward admit to

having trouble coping Most
say they're used to it.
When you on the bottom,
you can't go down no
IIII iIn-r
said an elderly
welfare recipient outside a

Voter bus runs today
r'red Johnson, director of the Office of Voter Awareness,
yesterday said there have been changes in the voter
registration sign-up program for the November b election
Workers will assist students at the Offlcj uf Voter
Awareness. 320Williams Hall, and will not be stationed in
the Kiver Koom. I'niversity Union, as previously
announced
Also, the bus that was scheduled to take students lo the
Wood County Board of Klections on U'hman Ave ycslciilay
was unable lo make the run Johnson said, due to budget
problems
"We have set up a system where a bus will be available to
take students free of charge to the Hoard of Klections every
day this week." he said
The bus. which will be at the Union Oval, will run at the
following times today. 9 30-11 30 a in . tomorrow. 1303 30 am. Thursday. 2 30-4 30 p.m.. and Friday. 3:30-5 30
p.m
The Board of Klections ill also be open Saturday from 8 30
am -noon

way,' she said.
Kendrick lives in a rundown apartment building
with a 13-year-old daughter
and a 16-year-old son She's
been living there for nearly
seven years and she said
she's even grown to like it.
"I
KNOW
IT sounds
crazy."she said
Her rent is paid by the
welfare department, so she
takes rent increases with a
shrug
"To tell the truth. I don't
really know how much the
rent is in this place." she
said
Really, though, the rent
is ridiculous for this dump
II has gone up twice already
this year, from $145 to $175 "
Kendenck pointed to her
modestly stylish garments
and said, "1 do have a little
trouble finding clothes that
are cheap enough. But I
have
a
small
sewing
machine, and I buy a lot of

supermarket in the ward
The current talk of inflationary spirals and cost of
living
increases
doesn't
much change the substance
of the ward's supermarket
conversation, high prices
have
always
been on
people's minds.
"I have to tell you the
truth. I don't really see that
much of a change in prices,"
said
Pearl
Kendrick. a
widow with two children
who is on welfare.

"I NEVER did eat much
beef and stuff, so the meat
price increase didn't affect
me." she said
Kendrick receives $111 a
month. t44 of it used to
purchase $64 worth of lood
stamps
"Some people don't see
how I can make il with that
money, but when you don't
have no choice vou find a

Smash nets $200
Friday's Car Smash, sponsored by Phi Delta Theta
fraternity and Delta /eta
sorority, raised $200 to be
donated to the 1973 Crusade
of Mercy campaign
The campus charily drive,
launched by the Student
Body Organization ISIIOI.
supports 90 health, family,
recreation
and
rehabilitation agencies in Wood.
Lucas and Ottawa counties

THE KNIT LOOK
STRIPED
"FANNY WARMER"
KNIT0P.
LONG V-NECK
HORIZONTAL
STRIPE KNIT.
SLEEVELESS..
ALL ACRYLIC.

"Wed like to thank the
D/s for helping us. and also
would like to thank everyone
else who contributed It's a
worthwhile cause." Mike
Wilco>. Phi Delta Theta vice
president, said.
The campus' student cam
paign is under the direction
of Dennis Crady. SBO coordinator of slate and community affairs

material,
which is still
pretty cheap."
VIOLA HAl'Kl'M. 79. is
also weathering the price
storm.
"They give me more
money for food stamps than
they used to. so I don't feel
nothing different." she said
Baukum is on welfare and
is living in a senior citizen
center on Lincoln Street in
the ward She said she is not
a big meat eater either.
"When I was suffering
from a bad heart and
arthritis, the doctor told me
to cut down on my meat and
I followed his orders." she
said
She uses $36 00 worth of
food stamps a month and her
living expenses are low.
"AINT NO difference be
tween now and three years
ago as far as I can see it."
Baukum observed
Ronald Ualson. who lives
with his wife and two
children in one of the ward's
better homes, said he can't
see the reason for the
"panic."
His shopping basket filled
with vegetables, he said,
"white people are getting
upset
about something
we've had to live with for
years Food has always been
high in ghetto food stores,
and that's a well-known
fact "
The contention is strongly
disputed by supermarket
officials, however.

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
NEW NUMBERS-352-1411

352-1421

en iffiwsnii iawaswiirai atus sawa: m^wjawfirsoaa'iaTSi'
"The Greatest Heavyweight Title Fight
Of All Time"

COLORS:
WHITE,

JACK OEMPSiY VS. JESS WILLARD

RUST WHITE,
WINE

FOR A TIME it appeared
the Army might not fare so
well in the competition. Left
with the stigma of Vietnam,
it first had to generate a
high-powered campaign to
promote the so-called "new
Army."
In the meantime though,
volunteers were not exactly
flocking
to
recruiting
offices.
SFC Thomas Griffin, of
the Army recruiting office
in Bowling Green, said the
number of would-be inductees in Wood County fell
off sharply during the three
months following discontinuation of the draft. Although
he
had
no
percentage
figures, Griffin said the
drop-off was a nationwide
problem
But the Army, according
to Griffin, has Ven making
steady gains since that
time; though it is still not up
to its previous strength
However, i .1 -iff in estimated
■hat Wood County only Is
running about one or two
persons
behind
the
suggested objective.
"Objective is the word
Griffin
uses instead
of
quota
a word which he
views as having bad connotations
I'm not a bodysnatcher." he explains "I'm
not out to snap out all the
bodies I can lay my hands

Almost as if on cue, a
young man enters the office
fairly oozing Army-directed
goodwill. Once rejected for
medical reasons, corrective
surgery has re-opened his
possibilities for an Army
career, and his enthusiasm
is rampant
Smiling at this stroke of
luck. Griffin continues to
enumerate the benefits of
the revamped Army.

LIVING PROOF of the
Army's
new
approach.
Griffin reiterates his belief
that
the
Army
hat
humanized
what
has
traditionally
been
considered
a de-humanizing
experience
"Everybody I put in the
Army is a personal friend."
claims Griffin. "I feel an
obligation to the individual "
Five years ago.
says
Griffin, the Army's guarantees of assignment and
position were not entirely
binding But in line with its
new collective frame of

quarters now, says Griffin,
"compare with the best
room at the Holiday Inn."
The emphasis also is on
privacy. Barracks, which
once billeted 50 men in a
barren, open room, have
been replaced by two-or
three-person living units
More women are enlisting
In the Army. Mental and
moral standards have been
significantly
raised.
Working hours have been
shortened.
Educational
benefits have increased.
Pay increases constitute
another
newly
instituted
improvement.
A
recent
survey
released by the
Library of Congress shows
that a career soldier
receives an average total
compensation of 110.566
The Army needs volunteers, and suddenly the old
methods and procedures are
no longer valid The move is
toward a new image- an
Army better armed with
training-power than firepower

mind, the Army now sets
forth recruiting promises in
the form of legal documentsunbreakable contracts.
FOLLOWING an Army
wide survey of "what's
wrong
with the Army"
(Griffin says he wrote in all
the margins and on the
back), those so-empowered
made sweeping changes in
almost every aspect of the
service
Newly constructed living

Education college adds four
new preparation departments
An increase in the number
of programs and faculty in
the University's department
of education has resulted in
the division of that department
into
four
new
departments
The new departments are
educational supervision and
administration, educational
foundations
and
inquiry,
educational curriculum and
instruction
and
special
education.
I >i David G. Elsass. dean
of the College of Kducation.
said
the department of
education had more than
doubled
faculty
and
programs during the past six
years
Last spring,
the
department had 80 faculty
In designing
the new
departments.
Dr.
Elsass
said
the
college
is
attempting to meet student

needs while responding lo
changes in the professional
preparation of teachers
THE DEPARTMENT of
educational supervision and
administration
with
12
faculty has major responsibility for the University's
doctoral program in educational
administration
Headed
by
Dr
Neil
l'ohlman. the department
also provides support on the
undergraduate
level
in
preparing
educational
administrators.
The department of educational
curriculum
and
instruction
is
concerned
with teacher education in
subject matter from kindergarten through the twelfth
grade
Dr. Verline Lee has been
named chairman of the

department which includes
more than 20 faculty
The department of educational
foundations and
inquiry is responsible for
programs in the area of
educational
theory
and
teaching methods as well as
guidance and counseling
Chaired by Dr Robert Reed,
the department has more
than 20 faculty.
DR. DWIGHT Miller is
chairman of the new department of special education
which
has
15
faculty
members. The department
provides special programs
lo prepare teachers
of
handicapped children
The four new departments
brings the number of departments within the College of
Education to 10. Dr Elsass
said there was no increase in
administrative costs.

ON OUR LARGE SCREEN

«•*fr
BLACK

more tempting offer being
rewarded with the greater
apportionment of the prize.

CENTRE MARKET

originally held July 4,1919
also

WHITE,

HUNTER GREEN

JOE LOUIS VS. MAX SCHMELING

WHITE. $11.00

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY

OCT. 2. 3, 4, 5

«5fc

2k 2W* gaff
525 RlfJgO? doors west ol MacDonald's Quad

NEW HOURS

710 P.M.

Good only with this ticket

YOU CAN ALSO SEE CHARLIE CHAPLIN,
LAUREL AND HARDY, BEN TURPIN, AND
OTHER GREAT OLD TIME COMEDIANS

WORLD HOCKEY ASSOCIATION

CLEVELAND CRUSADERS

8A.M.-11P.M.MON.-THUR.
8 A.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT FRI. & SAT.
SUNDAY 10 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
Steak and Ale is looking for outstanding people to work this fall as waiter, and cocktail
hostesses.

ATEAK

EXHIBITION HOCKEY GAME
GAME TIME 7:30 P.M.

RESTAURANTS

CHICAGO COUGARS WED., OCT. 3,1973
»2.50 BENCH RESERVE
l
2.00 ADULT GEN. ADM.
•1.00 CHILD/STUDENT GEN. ADM.
B.G.S.U. ICE ARENA
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

OF AMERICA. INC.

We offer above average
earnings, flexible hours, and employee benefits.
ICE ARENA TICKET HOURS
7 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS
15 SATUROAYS

Apply in person daily from 2-4:30

Steak and Ale Restaurant
(Across from Southwyck Mall • Only 20 mm. from BGSU)

Tu*«!ay. OctaW 2. 1*73, Th* M N.W./P09. S
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Mistaken identity causes
false arrest of Kentuckian
COLUMBUS (API - The
state Department of Insurance plans to investigate
the reported false arrest of a
Kentucky nurse by Ohio bail
bondsmen acting as agents
(or Liberty Bonding Co.
Inc.
of
Cincinnati,
an

official said yesterday
We
definitely
will
investigate the case." said
Thomas Anderson, warden
of the insurance department's
policy
holders
services.
"We already are investi-

ANDERSON referred to
Edgar I. Shott. president of
Liberty Bonding.

gating Shott on two other
complaints "
Anderson said the two
complaints
included
a
serious accusation made by
a competitor. He did not
give details of either investigation

The
investigation
is
planned into the arrest in
Lexington, Ky . of 25-yearold Phyllis Langham, a
nurse Two bondsmen took
her into custody at 1:30a.m.
last Wednesday at a Lexington hospital.
The bondsmen returned
her to Cincinnati, crossing
the Ohio-Kentucky border
without
extradition
proceedings, and delivered her
to the Cincinnati jail.
She was kept in the jail for
28 hours before authorities
discovered she was not the
person sought on a bench
warrant
for
two
misdemeanor charges.

Lights purchased for tennis courts
The
University
has
.innounced plans for lighting
the tennis courts on the east
side of the Ice Arena, enabling students to play
tennis at nighl
The lights should be set up

within a week. Charles
Codding, assistant director
of buildings and facilities,
said Students can use the
courts free of charge until
about Oct. 18. he said, when
coin operated meters will be

Students leaving today
for program in Ghana
Two University sophomores depart today for a year of
study in Africa
Don Wilson and Jackie Hull in IA&S), will attend the
University of Science and Technology in Kumasi, tihana.
until June. Joseph Ajala. teaching fellow with the ethnic
■todies program, said They will study African history, liter
alure arts and philosophies
riic study program, sponsored by ethnic studies, sent two
-tiidcnis to Africa last year and another to Nigeria over
summer break

ATTENTION
MEN BOWLERS
MEETING OF THOSE INTERESTED IN TRYING OUT FOR
THE INTERCOLEGIATE
TRAVELING TEAM THURSDAY OCT. 4, 7 P.M. FACULTY LOUNGE, SECOND
FLOOR UNION. IF YOU
CAN'T ATTEND PHONE
U.A.O. 22343.

B.G.S.U. Sports Car
Club Meeting

installed
Codding said the meters
will be at the entrances of
the 12 south courts. The
charge will be 25 cents a half
hour per court.
Lights for the women's
intramural field,
located
behind
the
Women's
Gymnasium, should be in
operation within a month,
Codding said.
Although lights for the
University
golf
driving
range already have been
installed, the range will not
be in operation until spring
quarter.
Hubert
Dudley,
associate professor of health
and physical education, said
Students may use the range
on an individual basis now.
he said, but this means using
and retrieving their own golf
balls

EXTRADITION may not
be
obtained
on
misdemeanors, court attaches
said.
Someone using the nurse's
identification posted a $700
bund and was released in
Cincinnati
after
being
arrested July IV on charges
of making a false hotel registration and
using a
hallucinogen

Student teaching
A student will not be
placed for student teaching
until the office is notified of
the address change, a
spokeswoman
from
the
office, said.

Students
who
will
be
student
teaching
winter
quarter are asked to contact
the Student Teaching Office,
332 Education Bldg.. if they
have changed their address
this quarter

SIGMA CHI
"TONIGHT"

Langham said her identification papers had been
stolen
Shott said. "If given the
same set of circumstances,
we would do it over again. It
was a freak occurrence, a
strange combination of circumstances."
SHOTT SAID his bond
agencies do not have to "go
through
the
extradition
process."
But,
state
insurance
officials said bail bondsmen
have no more authority than
any citizen.
"It's done all the time,
especially in the Cincinnati
area." an insurance official
said.
Anderson also said Ohio
law prohibits any person
other than Ohio residents
from signing bonds in Ohio,
but said he knew of a case
where two Kentucky bail
bondsmen signed bonds in
Cincinnati
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MIKE, WAT SAY
H/e TAKB OFF
A H'HI DAYS AND
60 CAMP/H*7

HUM

TOO HARD LATBLY.
I KWUII FOU
ONE NEED A
0&AK'

COME. MICHAEL, LET US
EOK. ONE WEEK HINOONCE
OUt COMMITMENT TO
O0LI6A7WIY SeLEELA6ELIATI0NI

YOU MEAN
CUT
CLASSES.

YEAH
1

SI

Oct. 2,1973
Rm. 101 B.A.
7:00 p.m.

>!
AT LOUDEN tflLUr

[S3

QcX 13

PAYAtfDSie|tfL*>
OFFICE:

-»MM^ CLaSSIFlED -9*®^
Ctndee alter 5 p m at 311
K Merry St . Apt .:

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday. October 2, 1973
There will be a meeting of all past and potential
Falconeltes al 9 00 p m in the Ice Arena lounge Be
prepared to skate Irom 10-11 p m
There will be an important orgamraliunal meeting of
the KinkKals in room 212. Hayes Hall at 7 00 p m
tonight
The University Skating Club will hold its first meeting
Tuesday. Oct 2. at 7 30 p m in the Ice Arena Lounge
All interested students are invited to attend We will
skate from 8-10p m
Union Activities is having a HUMi.1- PKELESSON
in the Wayne Room of the t'nion Irom 7 30-9 3D on
Tuesday evening lor those who have signed up for the
bridge classes but who have had no previous playing
experience t'hone 3S3-7574 for reservations
HELP WANTED
Headers warned- will pav
call Colleen 3S2-5997
Experimental
Studies
Students interested in
interning
in Congressman
Hanrahan s
Washington olfice winter
quarter should contact
our ollice as soon as
possible I-MM.
Waitress needed Byrnwyck Countrv Club. Maumee. Ohio Phone 865
2391
Male and Female help
wanted - full and pan
time days and nights
Must be IB or over Apply
in person Rudy s Hot
dons. 999 South Male.
Drivers: With own cars.
Hourly pay plus mileage.
Apply at Mr Ed's Piua
Pub

FRISCH S BIG BOY
1-75-IS -M
PERHYSBl'RG. OHIO
Immediate openings on
both day 4 evening shilts
lor waitresses, hostes
ses. grill cooks, & busboys Benet its include
meals, unilorms. paid
vacations, and hospital!
zation plan Apply in
person to the manager
FRISCH S BIG BOY
S74-7W7

WANTED
1 male to share 4-man
apt. close lo campus
Call 372-6006
Wanted one bike. Cheap
Call 352-S742 alter 5pm

Commuting
partner
needed Irom Ann Arbor
10 B t: Call Fortsha 372
MM

SERVICES OFFERED
New Opening sporting
goods at 112 S Main We
will have from A to Z on
all your sporting good
needs
Hide available to New
York-New Jersey area on
Kri. morning
(early >
t)cl 5 No return ride
Call Jerry 2 5639
MUGS-TEA SETS-SAKI
SETS CHESS SETS
THE WORKING HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaut
Reliable Abortion Service 24 hour service
Clinic close to area 1 to
24 week terminated by
licensed certified
obstetrician
gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle Call
collect 216-6J1 1557
Intermediate yoga
classes tasanas. pranayama. I medilalioni
Wednesday
evenings
37M334

Need one male to share
2-bed apt Own room
Call Rick 362-4352

Leadership. Friendship
Service A chance lor
men to get involved
Faculty Lounge. Cnion
7M.

Need 2 girls tor 2-bed
fur. apt. Please contact

CALL CHRISTLINE 352
0379 ANY HOUR. ANY

DAY WE CAN HELP'
PERSONALS
The Tekes would like to
congratulate
IK'bra
Rudolph and Hubert
Wallace on their engagement Good luck and best
wishes ■ The Brothers

1S67 Kurd 2-door hardtop
Call 352-6839 after 4 30 on
weekdays.
Sears Kenmore refrig
1.5 cu Ideal for dorm
use Ph 352 9352

FOR SALE

10 speed bike One year
old Bov's Gitane 11 no
354-4941

PAH \SONIC 8 track car
player w FM stereo
Standard
8
track
recorder dei'k 25 tapes
352-8381

80 wait component
stereo 1125 00 Call 3544941

Complete double bed and
gas range. Call 354-6542
Turquoise
hida-bed
Good condition & end
table both S25 Phone 352
7275
1968 BSA motorcycle SOU
c.c . must see. 1700
firm; 351*44».
Zenith portable T Y b w
ex ennd . <25 352-0246

■Her!

I'sed tennis racket ideal
lor beginners - best offer
call 372-4177
Furs and dated clothes
1920s
39s. 40s Depression prices Thrill
Shop Inc 631 Crissv Rd
HoUand. Oh 865-2300
Hugs 11x22 gold S25
8x11 blue S10 10x11 red
95 353-3602
Golf clubs 4 bag. 1969
WilscStaff
Good
shape Must sell Will
bargain Call Univ Goll
Course

One easy arm chair
Med sized, tapestry up
holstrv Good condition
372-3784
69 Mustang. Icyl Guarantee, asking 11350 68
Tempest. V-8. air. lowmileage, asking $750
Both in lop condition
352-7868 or 352-7966
66 Chevelle Malibu. 283
pwr pk 3 speed Excellent
transportation
body needs work Radial
tires, clutch, exhaust
systems, gas lank all
new $295 or besl offer
Call 372-2963 or 372-2963
anytime.
73 Catnaro LT 350-V8.
Automatic. PS. PB. FM
stereo w tape 352-5561
OT352-75M
FOR RENT
2 apis for rent, both
have central heating and
air 2 bedrooms, bathroom 4 a half, kitchen,
carpeting, furnished,
special rates 3520020

Tuaafcy, Octokar 2,1*73. Th. BC N.w./F<*. 7

Reasons for living on compus

Location, renovations cited
By Mareta Steer
Surf Rentier
"I'm loo tired after class
to come home and cook
dinner
"It's just so much more
convenient and closer to
classes
"tl>e rooms are so much
nicer now after the
rennovations "
"living off<arapos ia
such a hassle."
These are some reasons
why upperclassmen say they
are returning to dormitory
living.
"CONVENIENCE is the
main reason I'm living on
campus again." said I'am
Brown, junior (Ed.I "The

dorms are nicer than they
ever were and they are close
to classes."
Jonelle Lehman, junior
(Ed.), said she feels the
dormitory
remodeling
attracted her "The rooms
in Founders are really big.
and now with the carpeting
and the movable furniture,
the dorms are more
comfortable to live in."
Dan Topp. senior (B.A.).
has lived in Offenhauer West
for three years. "I really
like the dorm, it saves all
the hassle of living off
campus." be said "1 didn't
really know anyone to move
off with, either."
Debbie Stambaugh, junior
(Ed), agreed with Topp "I
couldn't find anyone to move

off with me. Most of my
friends are living in the
dorm, so I didn't want to
bother with living off
campus. Besides, it's closer
to classes." she added.
KEN STERVA. junior
(Ed.), said he is living in a
dormitory because he "likes
to be close to campus. I
don't have a car and I think
that's a necessity for living
off campus." Sterva said.
"The rooms are nice and
they are dote to your
classes." said Kathy Kern,
junior .Ed i. "I like the
convenience of living in
Founders." She said most of
her friends are living on
campus in Offenhauer
Towers.

'Kids': able Young Dems?
HUNT1NGTON. W. Va
(AP) - A generation gap appeared yesterday in the
t'abell County Young Democrats-an organization which
until recently was peopled
largely by women and
ambitious young businessmen.
The problem, according to
the president of the group, is
that the Young Democrats
are getting too youthful
"I just can't see a kid of 14
in the Young Democrats."
said President T A "Thad"
Blatt. a former justice ol the

peace "A kid that young
can't even drive. It just
doesn't make sense "
Blatt s blast was aimed at
one of the nominees for a
club office in next month's
elections
In the nominations last
week some very young
Young Democrats, each
with a $2 membership in
hand, nominated nine
persons, including six
teenagers, for the six
offices
SOME OF the youngsters

complained that they had
been hassled about age
qualifications and had had
trouble purchasing membership cards
They said they had the
backing of the state party's
new constitution
A 14-year-old nominee lor
club secretary had this to
say of Blatt s remarks:
"Nobody objected to my
age last year when I stayed
up late at night and rang
doorbells for candidates in
the 1972 general election."

Marc Mtddleton. junior
(Ed.), is an out-of-state
student. "It's hard for me to
look for an apartment
because I live out of state,"
he said.
"Also. I am a co-op
student so I am not always
here for three full quarters.
It's hard to get a lease like
that. Anyway. I don't like to
cook." Middleton said.
His roommate. Gary
Kolexynzki. junior (Ed), is
also a co-op student. "I work
40 hours a week and living in
the Towers is close to my
job. I don't have a car," be
said. Kolezynzki said be
feels living in the dormitory
also is less expensive than
living off campus.
Many upperclassmen
living in dormitories are
students who transferred to
the University in their
sophomore years Nancy
Cartmell. senior (Ed.). Is
one such student "I didn't
know anyone to live off
campus with." she said.

Christy Denntngs. junior
(Ed.). Is also a transfer
student. She said, "I bad
only lived on campus about
one quarter when it was
already time to start looking
for an apartment 1 think
living on campus another
year gives me a better
chance to meet more
people," she said "I plan to
live off campus next year
though."

Gas retailers suggest shutdown
By Ike Associated Press

Relaxed Phase 4 controls
already have increased the
cost of gasoline for motorists in many areas, but
rising wholesale prices may
quickly generate pressure
for a new round of retail
hikes.
Independent operators of
branded service stations in
nine states met over the
weekend in Las Vegas and
called for an indefinite.

nationwide shutdown of
200.000 stations until all
retail price controls are
lifted
But Charles Binsted.
president of the National
Congress of Petroleum
Retailers, the only national
group representing branded
dealers, said his organization had not taken any
move in that direction
And a shutdown protest in
Houston over the Cost of
Living Council's Phase 4

Office gefs grant
The Office for Continuing Education has received a
125.752 grant from the U.S. Department of Health.
Education and Welfare (HEW) to provide leadership
training for community development
Dr. Paul R McKee, director of the office, said a training
team will work with personnel at six Neighborhood
Opportunity Centers in the Toledo area
He said the aim of the project is to provide neighborhood
groups with the skills to develop profitable and on-going
small businesses The team will provide instruction in
leadership techniques, group decision-making and
management, budget and personnel practices.

gasoline regulations drew
little support yesterday
despite predictions that no
per cent of the stations
would close
A SPOKESMAN for a station operators' association
in Northern California said
its members were "livid
with rage" over the
council's increases to
consumers.
The council, in new rules
issued Friday, relaxed its
regulations to change the
base date for ceiling prices
from last Jan. 10 to May 15
and allowed dealers to pass
along all wholesale
increases to Sept 28 This
allowed increases of as
much as 2li cents a gallon.
But three major companies announced wholesale
price increases of from twotenths of a cent to \'i cents
a gallon over the weekend
and these hikes must be
absorbed by the dealers
"The ink is not dry on
the new regulations and we
find that Shell went up one

Bee Gee Health Spa
GET YOUR BOO IN SHAPE!
at our spa we have

Msstercharge - BankAmencard - Local Financing
Indoor Pool, Metos Sauna, Hydro Spa Whirlpool,
Lounge, many Other Extras

RELAX

Laches Hours
Mon .Wad. Fn 9am 9pm
Tuts.. Thunv. Sal 830am 11 30a.m
Corner Seventh 6 High Sts.

SWIM

Mar's Hours
Tues & Thurs 12noon-9pm
Saturday l2noon-4p.m.
Mon . Wed . Fn 7am 9am

START NOW/

Ph. 354-7271

No cooking,
nc\ fffSfininif
no
cleaning

59<Bag

Now Only

39*

MIAMI. Kla. (API - They
sat in wheel chairs in the
crowded emergency room,
bare backs exposed by hospital gowns and dignity
tattered by the admission
that they are too ill to go
home and too poor to go
anywhere else.

CLEVELAND
CRUSADERS

They are a forgotten
breed, and when two of them
died in their wheel chairs
last week at Jackson
Memorial Hospital's emergency room it was four
hours before any of the
nurses and physicians
noticed.
The deaths of Volton
Jordan. 60. and Clarence
Brinson. 54, spotlighted the
plight of the poor who are
too sick to live alone and not
sick enough to be admitted
to the hospital. Jordan died
of a heart attack and
Brinson of chronic pulmonary disease as they
waited for space in a nursing
home.
THE STAFF calls the indigenes boarders. They live
In wheel chairs, their days
filled with noise and their
nights spent on stretchers in
treatment rooms
But things are a bit
brighter now. A few months
ago. the emergency room
housed about 30 boarders
But the county raised its
daily care payments from

Linda Vick. emergency
room head nurse, said yesterday morning's census of
boarders was 14.
"The social service agencies are closed over the
weekend, so the boarder
population builds up." Vick
said. "We put them in
nursing and boarding homes
as fast as we can. By
Tuesday we'll probably be
down to four or five."
"MOST OF them don't
need hospitalization," she
said "They just need daily

A new sewage treatment
plant will be built starting
next year, according to
Superintendent
Russell
Davis of Bowling Green's
sanitation department The
department had applied for
a government grant but was
not high enough on the
priority list to receive funds
this year.
The new plant will hold 40
million gallons of water. The
present treatment plant on
Poe Road holds 4.9 million
gallons but treats approximately 6 million gallons of
water.
The new plant will use

16 oz.

Doritos

Coca Cola

3 different
flavors
Taco,cheese
and
Tortilla

Sprite
8 for 89*
plus deposit

HOCKEY GAME
Game Time 7:30 p.m.

Chicago Cougars — Wed., Oct. 3
$2 50 Bench Reserve
$200 Adult Gen Adm
$100 Child/Student Gen Adm

B.G.S.U. ICE ARENA
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT ICE ARENA

lbag

45*

Buy One, Get
One Free!

A Large Selection
Of Deli-Items
Including BAGELS

THE
WOOSTER
352-8723
WINE
425
SHOP E. WOOSTER

Across From
The
Tracks

care. Hut we don't have the
facilities for that '
Charley Love. 43. fell
Saturday and hurt his
shoulder.
Policemen
brought him to Jackson

big public boapltals all over
the country If we could gel
the other hospitals in the
county to lake some of these
patienls we wouldn't have
anyone living in wailing
rooms, but nobody wants J
patienl who can't pay."

"1 feel pretty good 1 think
III got out of here soon," he
said yesterday as attendants
wheeled emergency patients
by on stretchers
These
people here, the staff, are
about the nicest I've ever
met. They really treat me
good. 1 wish they could give
me a room, but 1 know -they
just don't have none."

K's ktdinc cleaner
open 7 30 a m to 9 00 p.m
Mon thru Fn

DRY CLEANING:
in by 10:00 AM.
out by 4:00 P.M.

One hospital spokesman
said. This probein exists at

The place to send
out your wash
shirts.

Future sewage plant
promises purer water

Beer — Wine
Imported Champagne

EXHIBITION

""** 'M"um °* cooking, and cleaning dishes. Kathy Hank,
juniof {U) -m ont rf |h# ^ Sunitmt -mploy##t who i^p,
occomodare on-<ompus students.

$11 50 to $13 50 per patient
and the nursing homes will
take them now

Above Offers Good From Sept. 27 thru Oct. 28

World Hockey Association

Perhaps Mik. Dkkswi, juniot (AJ.S). and Orag Svshinsky,
senior (A* S) chat* to lrv» an campus to aliminaia tha hassle

Boorders-too sick to go home

THE PARTY STORE
CAINS
POTATO
CHIPS

LOW MONTHLY STUDENT RATES

SAUNA

minute after midnight on the
29th. which means the
dealers are not entitled to
that two-tenths of a cent."
Binsted said
PHILLIPS Petroleum Co.
raised wholesale prices by a
half-cent a gallon and
Atlantic Richfield set a lVi
cent increase.
Binsted said the executive
directors and boards of
directors of the group's
member state organizations
would discuss the situations
during meetings in Washington tomorrow and Thursday
"It's our position that the
Cost of Living Council must
attack the wholesale prices
at their source, but what
they've done is allow them
to run rampant, and expect
the retailers to absorb
them," he said.
"We really don't have
any relief." said Sydney
Staggs, executive director of
the Tennessee Gasoline
Dealers Association.
"They've given us a crumb
of bread and let the oil
companies continue to raise
their prices."

ROBERT RUDD. director
of residence services, said
he feels there are four
(actors involved in the trend
of upperclassmen to stay on
campus. "One factor is the
badly needed rennovation of
the dormitories They are
much more attractive now,"
he said
"The second factor is an
honest attempt to keep down
the cost of living in the
dorm; we have the lowest
room and board rate in the
state."
"A third factor is our food
service program." he said.
"It is very flexible and in
two halls students are not
required to buy meal
tickets."
Rudd said the fourth
factor is activities and
programs planned by the
residence halls
"We think it is a
combination of all these
factors that is attracting
more upperclassmen to live
on campus." Kudd said.

activated sludge and feature
tertiary treatment which
uses sand filters to treat the
waste
The water will be 99 8't
pure after the new plant is
built. Davis said Water
released from the present
plant is no H.I pure

NAPOltON ID

V

110E. Napoleon
353-8212

The Brothers of

Phi Delta Theta
invite all interested
men to a

RUSH PARTY
Tuesday Nite Oct. 2
with Chi Omega
at 7:00
Refreshments
Come and see for yourself

B.G.S.U.
SKATING CLUB
MEETS 7:30 P.M.
TONITE AT THE
ICE ARENA
ALL INTERESTED WELCOME

also all falconettes
must attend
In Concert

Joe Walsh
and

Barnstorm
8 p.m. Memorial Hall
Saturday Oct. 6
Tickets at UAO Ticket
OFFICE 1st floor Union

$4.00

$4.50 reserved

Also at Finders Records

Falcons overpower
Western Michigan
By Jack O'Rrru
Execallve Sporli Editor
Undefeated after three
outings, the Falcons still
have a long, long way to go
in their quest for the Mid-American Conference (MACI
football championship
Bowling Green began its
league campaign with a 3120 victory over Western
Michigan before 14.231 diehard fans who sat through a
rainy Saturday afternoon at
l)oyt I. Perry Field
Although tailback Paul
Miles carried the ball 36
tunes for 190 yards and
scored four touchdowns, he
was not the lone hero of the
conlesl for the Falcons
KEVIN Clayton, a 6 1".
211-pound sophomore,
started his first game of (he
season Subslituting for the
injured Joe Hussell at the
lell linebacker spot. Clayton
made the key tackle of the
contest
Western Michigan was
leading Hi; 10-3 and had a
fourth and one situation at
the Falcon 10-yard line

Bronco quarterback Paul
Jorgensen attempted a
quarterback sneak with 6 43
left in the second quarter
Jorgensen was stopped for
no gain by Clayton and a
host of other BG defenders
The Falcons then drove 90
yards in 16 plays to tie the
game with 55 seconds
remaining in the first half
They (Ihe Broncos) kept
the pressure on us but we
never broke.
said BG
coach IKin Nehlen. "You
know. I've told our kids all
year lhat il we get in the
hole, relax
We'll come
hack
Until the fourth down
play, the Falcons appeared
sluggish bolh on offense and
defense
However, the
momentum shifted lo th«
Falcons aller UM fourlli
down defensive stand Miles,
who had gained only 15
yards in seven carries
before the crucial play, ran
for 175 yards in 29 attempts
and later caught two passes
for 13 yards
THE FALCON offensive
line began opening gaping

holes for Miles and fullback
Phil Polak. who gained 82
yards rushing in 18 carries.
Nehlen added a few surprises of his own as he
employed the end around
reverse play on offense
Split end Roger Wallace ran
for 47 yards in four
attempts. Wallace also
caught three passes for 53
yards
Quarterback Held Lamport, who had completed 19
of 28 passes for 318 yards
prior to Saturday's action,
connected on seven of 21
attempts for 94 yards
against Western.
The Falcon defense, which
allowed Dayton 380 yards
lotal offense, held Western
lo 195 net offensive yards.
Jobll \ ill.ipi.mil led B(; in
tackles with 16. followed by
Tony Bell with 14 and
Clayton with 13.
"They (the Falcons) have
a fine defensive team that is
experienced," said Western
coach Bill Doolittle "They
get the big play We still
have lo come up with the big
one "

BG ROLLED up 440 yards
total offense. It was the
Falcons' highest offensive
yardage output of the
season The previous high
was 406 yards in the 41-14
romp over Syracuse.
' The biggest surprise was
the ability of BG to control
the ball." said Doolittle
"They really controlled the
ball longer than we thought
they were able to. The use of
their pass certainly made
the offense go. They then
have a very good ground
game logo with that."
Don Taylor kicked all four
of the conversions following
Miles' touchdown runs.
Taylor also added a 31-yard
field goal for the Falcons.
In the penalty department.
BG was assesed 111 yards
compared to 52 yards
against Western.
"They (the Falcons) are
some good ball team," said
Bronco coach Bill Doolittle.
"Out of the four teams
we've played so far (Central
Michigan. Long Beach
State,
and
Northern
Illinois). BG is the strongest
yet."

Falcon
rusher

Foken toHbock foul MM*, bolt, through on opening on the right tide e* tho Mm
for a substantial gain against Western Michigan Saturday. MMet rocked up
190 yards in 36 carries and scored four touchdowns, pacing BG to its third
victory this season.

Kenny White

Miles shuns pub for cohesiveness
.. .

The post game celebration was nothing new Many
winning lockerrooms arc Ihe same aller a big win.
especially over a conference foe which was ihe lirsl
obstacle in your bid for a league championship
In the Falcons locker quarters aller Saturday's matinee
31-20 comeback victory over Weslern Michigan al Don
Nehlen's Umbrella Bowl, the scene was one of happiness
and jubilation
The sound of Marvin Gave, blurling (he lyrics of "Let's
Get it On" from Ihe juke box echoed through the Ihrong of
well wishers
Amidst Ihe backslaps. cornerback Myron Wilson and
safety Tony Bell exchanged a soul tap for a well performed
game in (he defensive secondary On Ihe training (able,
quarterback Keid Lamport was holding court for the pad
and pencil let while Hal Thomas sal on the bench bubbling
over his first collegiate pass reception
But Ihe mosl unfamiliar scene in Ihe joyous dressing
quarters was senior tailback Paul Miles, who fur (he third
straight game has shunned sports scribes who prey on game
heroes like a pack of blood-thirsty wolves
In (he past, Miles was the center of attention after every

....

.
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caused■ some.il*-_i:
ill feelings._
on .1
the squad■ This
is quite
natural
and it happens to a number of teams Remember Ihe Ohio
State Buckeyes and the Rex Kern era?
BG's head mentor (Nehlen) instilled the team concept
after the famous scandal last winter when it was discovered
there was a communication gap between him and his team
One event lead to another and when the story broke
everyone was looking at each other with blank looks on their
faces. After the incident. Nehlen called his troops together
and made one point clear the only way BG would make it to
the championship was if they had unity.
After Miles' Saturday performance Nehlen said. "I knew
Miles had a great football game, but 1 wasn't sure he had
that great a game I'm sure Paul doesn't care whether he
scores one TD or three as long as we win "

.■..-..-..

Falcon game, win or lose He was termed the sports media's
swami because they always made it seem as though Paul
Miles could look into his crystal ball and give the answer for
(he outcome of every game.
In many cases, if the Falcons won. a typical headline
would read "Miles sparks Hi. or "Miles leads Falcons to
victory." or something to lhat effect Even if the Falcons
lost, il was Miles who had a big hand in it.
AN APPROPRIATE nickname for the Falcons back could
be Mr Limelight
But wilh the new team attitude this year, there is also a
new Paul Miles He is the first to admit lhat he would be
happier to have most of the glory illumination stripped from
his shoulders
The first person trying to rectify the situation is none
other than Miles himself
Miles' new sphiiu attitude towards the press is one
altempl he has made to regulate the flow of ink towards the
production of his teammates who work equally hard in
helping him attain games in which he rushes for the century
mark or scores four touchdowns
In his first two years at BG. Miles has been the apple of
every sports scribe's eye and the attention consequently

Aaron misses 714

TO SUM IT up, it is always great to have such a
performance by Miles It makes winning a little bit easier
But in the Falcons case, the credence is on a total team
effort and it was the whole F'alcon contingent that put those
31 points on the scoreboard.
After probably one of his greatest game exhibitions before
Ihe home fans. Miles scored four TDs on runs of 3. 60. 8 and
3 He also (allied 190 yards on 36 rushing atlempts
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Cross country squad drops
third meet of '73 campaign
Macdonald finished the
race in second place He
improved his time with a
24:57 clocking, nine seconds
off the pace, but over a
minute lower than his time
last week

DuGarfieM
Aittitait Sporli Editor
The Falcon harriers lost a
tough 23-32 decision to Big
Ten champion Indiana
Saturday, but they've come
a long way since last week's
double-dip to
Eastern
Michigan and Ball State

Hoosier runners Dan
Hayes and Phil Wysong
were the key harriers that
enabled 11' to revenge last
year's 20-29 loss to the
Falcons Hayes and Wysong
ran third and fourth respectively

Individual times have
improved tremendously, and
it appears the progress
coach Mel Brodt's team has
made will build towards a
productive and winning season. ..the Falcons 13th
straight

Junior letterman
Preston and freshman
Ruffato ran fifth and
for BG. bettering
tunes by a minute

Indiana's Pat Mandera set
a BG course record as he
ran the five-mile in 24:48 5.
bettering the old mark of
24:53 set last year by Craig
Macdonald. Steve Danforth.
Tracy Elliott and graduate
Sid Sink

Aoren teeth) No 713 against Houston Saturday night in Atlanta.
ATLANTA (AP) - Well, its over
with." said Henry Aaron, a tuihllydrawn smile crossing his lips as he met
a battery of writers Sunday after failing
to tie Babe Ruth's all-time home run
record
"I was determined to hit a home run.
but it just didn't work out that way,"
said the 39-year^ild Atlanta Braves
slugger "1 am disappointed, but I feel
I've got all year and all winter to go
home and rest up
Aaron, who smashed his 713th homer
off Houston's Jerry Routs Saturday
night to move within one of the
legendary Ruth's record, collected three

singles in four trips to the plate in
Sunday's 5-3 loss to Houston, but said. "I
assure you I wasn't just going for
singles
His chance for making baseball
history by tying a mark once thought
unattainable by others lured the largest
crowd of the season into Atlanta
Stadium, 40.517 paid
When Ha in menu Hank popped up in
his final 1973 appearance and trotted to
lefl field for the final time, the throng
rose and gave him a three-minute
ovation that did not subside until after
the first pitch had been thrown to
Houston's Greg Gross.

Tom
Mike
sixth
their

Bruce Vermilyea. who
didn't finish last week
because of injuries, clocked
25:52, good for tenth place
Third-year man Rick Schnit-

MAC standings
TEAM
BOWLING GREEN
Toledo
Kent Stale
Miami
Western Michigan
Ohio University

MAC
W-L-T
1-M
l-OO
1-04
<MM>
0-1-0
0-2-0

Satarday
BOWLING GREEN 11, Western Michigan 20
Toledo 35. Ohio University 8
Miami 13. South Carolina 11
Seaday
San Diego Slate 17, Kent State 9

OVERALL
W-L-T
*44
2-1-0
2-1-0
3-04
3-1-0
0-2-0

tker ran the BG course in
26 06 He was sidelined last
week with leg injuries
Sophomore veteran Dan
McFarland, bothered by injuries he sustained in
training, finished Saturday's
run with a 29 38. a poor 39th
place
BG runners turning tunes
of 27 minutes or better were
Dan Dun,m Mark Marani.
Murphy Byrne, Ron Saner.
Don Couture. Jan Eikum
and DaveKiser.
Indiana is now undefeated
in five dual meets, while the
Falcons are nesting at 1-3.

Swim
A meeting for anyone
interested in trying out
for the swimming team
will be held tomorrow
at 4:30 p.m. in 304
Men's Gym.

V., bad
I. . I at
., all.
.11 huh'
!.,,>,
Not
3ut as Miles said to the writers in the lockerroom after
showering and gingerly toweling himself in front of his
locker, "Go talk to Clayton. Bell and some of the other
people responsible for helping me have this kinda day '
If you are wondering who Kevin Clayton is. he is the
replacement for injured Joe Russell who slopped the
Broncos' Paul Jorgensor. on a quarterback sneak on a
crucial fourth-and-one play for Western-a play which
changed the whole complexion of the game
Before that play. Miles was the center of attraction for
the stadium boo birds as he totaled a measely 15 yards in
seven trips However, when Clayton stopped Jorgenson on
the Falcons 10 yard line, the momentum switched lo the
Falcons as well as Miles
In his next 29 carries. Miles garnered 175 yards while
doing his part in Ihe Falcons offense to put the points on the
board and helping the new-look Falcons hurdle their first
MAC foe
Even though Miles treated the fans to the Touchdown
Boogaloo four times during the afternoon, he came up short
on a record that neither he nor Nehlen were aware of.

AFTER GAINING 190 yards, his total career yardage
totaled 2.561 which is three yards short of the BG rushing
mark held by Fred Durig with 2.564 from 1950-52
"The game was already decided and I wanted to get Paul
out of there. Nehlen added I'd be sick as a pup it I lei him
stay in there to get the record and he hurl a knee "
Freshman Dave Preston spelled Miles late in the fourth
stanza
As far as "Tone the Bone." the first year safety had a
tremendous game from his centerfield spot in the
secondary, almost shutting off the whole Western Michigan
offense
The list of stars can go on and on with this being The
Year of the Team" in BG circles. Everybody who puts on
the brown and orange threads contributes some part to any
Falcon game, win or lose
There is no room for the glory hound or the ink seekers on
the F'alcon squad this year The theme is cohesiveness
among the troops because it is a very important element in
RG's quest to become league champs
Miles, who has been the center of attention among his
critics and second guessers about his ability, stated earlier
during a break at the summer sweat shop that he would let
his performances do the talking
How much Miles was sticking lo his motto became quite
evident Saturday in the jubilant BG quarters when reporters
asked him about his performance
"I won't give an interview about myself per se," Miles
said. It was a team effort. We have 10 steps on the ladder
There are seven left."
And with that. Miles tugged his short coat and
disappeared into the cool BG rainy afternoon.

IAA notes
Entries for touch football, soccer and tennis (doubles) are
due today in the Intramural office (IMl. 201 Memorial Hall.
Entries are available from fraternity and resident hall
athletic chairmen, or at the IM office.
Sports officials are needed for touch football and soccer
Students interested in officiating for pay should apply at the
IM office by Wednesday.

•••

A clinic for freshman managers and officials on IM
football will be held tomorrow at 4 p.m. in 102 Memorial
Hall

•••

A meeting of all soccer managers and officials will be
held Thursday al 4 p.m. in 102 Memorial Hall. Soccer teams
not represented at this meeting will be dropped.

Booters kick Kenf, 6-2
It was sweet revenge for
the Falcon booters Saturday
as they rolled past Kent
State. 6-2.
Last year, the Flashes
dealt the Falcons their only
regular season loss, as they
downed
BG. 4-3. in
overtime.
The first naif of Saturday's game saw both teams
struggle through the mud
and rain to produce two
goals apiece Both of Kent's

first-half tallies were the
result of penalty kicks
Tim Davis scored the first
Falcon goal and in-captain
Dave Dyminski tallied up
the second on a penalty kick.
Bowling Green head coach
Mickey Cochrane noted that
first-half play was a little
sluggish, but the tempo
picked up in the second half
as BG shutout the Flashes
and pounded home four
more goals.

Tri captain Warren Heede
punched in a third period
goal and senior Jan
Fedorcak added another
Freshman Bob Boss picked
up a goal as did junior
forward Jim Hodge
Cochrane praised halfbacks Bud Lewis and Steve
Cabalka. for the outstanding
afternoon they had.
it was a satisfying win.
we played a good game
overall." said Cochrane.

